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made them magnificent soldiers. Their abundant leisure too
allowed daily opportunity for drill; and to appreciate the
importance of such training in the military history of Greece,
it will be well to say something here about Greek methods of
fighting.
II. METHODS OF GREEK WARFARE
Since Homeric times these methods had undergone a change.
Combats between single champions had gone out of fashion.
They were replaced by the charge of a well-ordered battle-line
of heavy-armed warriors or hoplites. These fought at close
quarters, using not the old missile javelin, but a six-foot
thrusting lance.1 Their defensive equipment, on the other
hand, was much the same as before—a helmet, cuirass, greaves,
and a large oval shield which covered the whole body from
chin to knee. Thus equipped*, they presented to the enemy a
front well protected from head to foot. The battle-line or
phalanx was formed of a solid rectangle of such hoplites, ranged
eight ranks deep as a rule and marching side by side in such
close formation that each man was partially covered by his
neighbour's shield. So long as the line held firm, its front was
almost impenetrable. The two opposed armies, charging against
each other to the tune of the pipe, met with a crash which on
one occasion, we are told, could be heard at some miles' distance.
There then ensued a struggle that more than anything else
resembled a football scrum, in which the combatants stood
upright and, pushing with their shields and thrusting with their
spears, strove to heave their opponents back. So long as the
shield-line held, it was difficult even for spears to penetrate the
hoplite's armour; but once it broke it was a different matter.
Taken in flank or rear, his cuirass offered no adequate protection
to the lower portions of his body; and if he fled, casting his
cumbrous shield aside, he could be hunted down and dispatched
1 A short sword was also carried at the side for use at close quarters.

